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Let F be an infinite, locally finite, connected simple graph. A one-way (resp. two- 
way) infinite path of which every finite subpath is a shortest path is called a halfaxis 
(resp. an axis). The following are proved: (1) Given any vertex x and any end S of 
r, there exists a halfaxis belonging to I which originates at x (thus sharpening a 
classical resut of D. Konig, in “Theorie der endlichen und unendlichen graphen,” 
Akad. Verlagsgesellschaft. Leipzig, 1936); (2) every pair of distinct ends of r con- 
tains a pair of halfaxes whose union is an axis of r; (3) if H is a halfaxis and y is a 
vertex not on H, then some halfaxis originating at y meets H. If r is vertex-trans- 
itive, we prove: (4) every vertex lies on an axis, and (5) the complement of every 
axis has no finite component. We investigate vertex-transitive graphs having the 
following property: if A is an axis and y is a vertex not on A, then there exists an 
axis through y disjoint from A. Graphs with connectivity equal 1 and having this 
property are characterized. :(‘: 1986 Academx Prerh. Inc 
1. INTR~D~JCTL~N 
Throughout this paper the symbol r will denote an infinite, locally finite, 
connected simple graph. Kiinig [7, Chap. 6, Theorem 31 proved that each 
vertex of such a graph r is the origin of a one-way infinite path. Section 2 
will contain the usual explanations of notation and special terminology. In 
Section 3, K&rig’s Theorem will be considerably sharpened. It will be 
shown that every vertex in r is the initial vertex of a one-way infinite path 
H belonging to any specified end of r, and moreover, H can be required to 
have the property that it contain a shortest path joining any two of the ver- 
tices through which it passes. A one-way infinite path with this property 
will be called a halfaxis, while an axis will denote a two-way infinite path 
with this property. The main result of Section 3 is that given any two dis- 
tinct ends of r, there exists an axis in r which can be split into two 
halfaxes, one of which belongs to each end. 
In Section 4, with the further requirement that r be vertex-transitive, we 
see that not only does every vertex lie on an axis, but that the removal of 
any axis from r leaves no finite component. We consider the vertex-trans- 
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itive graphs failing to have the property that T\A always contain an axis 
through any given vertex y not on axis A, and we give a characterization of 
such graphs when their connectivity is 1. When r is biconnected, we give a 
partial answer and offer a conjecture. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
We repeat the caveat in the Introduction that the symbol r, ocasionally 
bearing a subscript, always denotes a connected, infinite, locally finite, 
simple graph. With minor exceptions the terminology and notation are 
consistent with [2], but certain terms and symbols are explained here for 
completeness. 
For any graph 0, the symbols V(O), E(O), G(O), and K(O) denote, 
respectively, the vertex set, the edge set, the (vertex-)automorphism group, 
and the (vertex-)connectivity of 0. If x E V(O), then p(x) denotes the 
valence of x. If 0 is an r-valent graph, then p(0) = r. 
The complete graph on m vertices is denoted by K,. The m-circuit is 
denoted by A,,,. We let Z and Z+ denote the set of integers and the set of 
positive integers, respectively. 
If U c V(T), then (U) denotes the subgraph induced by U, and N(U) is 
the set of vertices not in V but adjacent to some vertex in U. For 
U, v E l/(r), let d(u, v) denote the distance between u and u. We define 
V,(u)={uEl/(r):d(u,u)=n} (n = 0, l,...). 
Thus I’,(U) = N( {u}). I n a locally finite graph, V,(x) is finite for all n and 
all x. If p(T)=r, then IV,(x)1 dr(r- l)nP’ for all n and all X. 
When the term path is used, an “elementary path” will be understood; 
that is, no vertex is encountered more than once. If n is a path and 
U, v E V(n), then Z7[u, v] and n[u, u] denote the subpath of I7 joining u 
and u. The subpath of Z7[u, u] remaining when u and the edge incident 
with u have been deleted is denoted by ZZ(u, u]. Analogously we define 
Z7[u, v) and Z7(u, v). If n is a one-way infinite path originating at x0 with 
vm = {x0, XI ,...>, it will be understood that the edges of ZI have the form 
{x,-1,x,} for FEZ+. The one-way infinite path 17[x,, co) is the subpath 
of ZZ spanned by {x, E V(n): n > m}. We make analogous conventions if 17 
is a two-way infinite path; thus we may write P’(Z7) = { . . . . x_ r, x0, xi ,... >. 
In this case Z7( - co, x,] denotes the one-way infinite subpath spanned by 
{x, E V(n): n < m}. If 17, is a uv-path and Z72 is a uw-path and if 17, u ZZ, 
is indeed a path, then we will write Z7, + II, to indicate the obvious 
VW-path passing through U. Occasionally v or w  stand for co or - 00, but 
the meaning should be clear from the context. 
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A two-way (resp. one-way) infinite path 17 is called an axis (resp. 
halfaxis) if for every U, UE V(n), the subpath Z7[u, u] has length d(u, u); 
that is, every finite subpath of Z7 is a shortest path. It is immediate that a 
one-way infinite path l7 originating at a vertex x,, is a halfaxis if and only if 
I V(Z7) n V,(xO)J = 1 for all n 2 0. An axis A through x has the property 
that ) V(A) n V,(x,)] = 2 for all n E Z +, but this is certainly not a sufficient 
condition for a two-way infinite path through x,, to be an axis. 
A lobe of r is a subgraph of r spanned by an equivalence class of edges 
with respect to the relation that any two edges in the class lie on a common 
(elementary) circuit. (For further properties of lobes, see, e.g., [2, 
pp. 63-661.) 
We conclude this section with a very brief presentation of the notion of 
“ends” of a graph as formulated by Halin [3]. For one-way infinite paths 
n, and IZ,, let us write D, - I7, if there exists a one-way infinite path Z7,, 
such that both V(Z7,) n V’(n,) and V(U,) n V(Z7,) are infinite. The relation 
- is an equivalence relation on the set of one-way infinite paths of r. An 
end of f is an equivalence class with respect to -. We will have recourse to 
the following result of Halin [3, (l.l)]: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let IT, and II2 be one-way infinite paths in r. The 
following three statements are equivalent: 
(a) I7, and 17, belong to the same end sf f. 
(b) For any finite subgraph 0 off, there exist one-way infinite sub- 
paths qf II, and of II2 contained in the same component of r\@. 
(c) There exist infinitely many pairwise-disjoint finite ff, lIz-paths 
in r. 
Combining Halin [4, Corollary 151 and Jung [S, Theorem 11 one has 
immediately 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If r is vertex-transitive, then the number of ends in r 
is 1,2, orGo. 
(Local finiteness is essential for the validity of Proposition 2.2.) 
3. IMPROVEMENTS UPON K~NIG'S THEOREM 
The theorem of Kijnig cited in the Introduction asserted merely the 
existence in r of a one-way infinite path beginning at any specified vertex. 
Our first theorem sharpens Kiinig’s Theorem in two ways: it asserts the 
existence of a halfaxis beginning at a specified vertex and belonging to a 
specified end. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For each vertex x0 E V(T) and each end 8 of r, there 
exists a halfaxis originating at x0 and belonging to 8. 
ProoJ There exists a one-way infinite path 17~ 8 which originates at x,, 
with V(n)= {x0,x,,...}. For each nEZ+, there exists a shortest path c,, 
joining x0 and x,. Thus for each i = 0, l,..., n, there is exactly one vertex in 
vi(xO) lT v(zn). 
Since I/,(x,) is finite, some vertex z1 E V,(x,) lies on infinitely many 
paths C,. Let 
N, = {nEZ+: z, E V(Z,)}. 
Since V,(xO) is finite, there exists a vertex z2 E I/,(x,) on infinitely many 
paths C, for n E N r . Clearly z2 is adjacent to z, . We let 
N,= {nEN,:z2E V(C,)}. 
Continuing in this way one constructs a halfaxis H with V(H) = 
{x,, z,, z2, z3 ,... }. It remains to show that HE 6’. 
Let m(l)=minN, and let T, =Zm,l~[zlr~m,,~], Thus T, .lies entirely 
within a radius of m( 1) from x0. Clearly if k E N, for some k and m, then 
k > m. Inductively, let m(n) = min N,(, _ , )+ 1 for each n > 2, and let 
T,=~m(n)Cz,(,-,)+l,x,(,) 1. Thus T,, lies entirely within the “annulus” 
vmcn- I)+ I (x,,) u VMCn- ,I+z(xO) u . . . u T/,(,)(x0). In this way one con- 
structs an infinite sequence T,, T2,..., of pairwise-disjoint finite paths join- 
ing Il and H, which by Proposition 2.1 proves that HE 6. 1 
Although Theorem 3.1 may suggest that halfaxes abound in I- “all over 
the place, ” it is nonetheless possible for r to contain a one-way infinite 
path 17 which contains only finitely many vertices of any halfaxis. For let 
v(r)= (x,, y,: n20}, and let E(T) consist of all edges of the forms 
1 x,,x,+,}, (y,, y,,,}, {x3,, y,,} for n>O. Let V(n)= {x0,x1,...). Then 
Z7 contains at most three vertices of any halfaxis. 
We next show that for any given halfaxis H and any vertex yO not on H, 
some halfaxis of y, meets H. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H be a halfaxis in r originating at vertex x0 and let 
V(H)= {x0,x,,...}. Let yOe V(T\H). Then there exists a halfaxis 
originating at y, which has the form Z + H[x,, co), where C is a shortest 
yox,-path. 
ProoJ: For nonnegative integers i, j with i < j, define 
f (i,j) = d(y,, xi) + 4x;, xi) - 4 y,, xI). 
Since d(xi, x,) < d(xi, yo) + d( y,, xi), it follows that f (i, j) < 2d(y,, xi) for 
all j > i. Hence for each i > 0, one may define 
g(i)=max{f(i,j):j>i}. 
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By the triangle inequality, f(i, j) 3 0 for all i and j, and hence g(i) 3 0 for all 
i 2 0. There exists m 2 0 such that 
s(m) G g(i) for all i 2 0. (3.1) 
Let z be a shortest y,x,-path. 
If .E+ HEX,, co) is not a halfaxis, then there exists a vertex s on 
E[ yO, x,) and an integer YI > m such that 
d(s, x,, 1 < 4% -Km) -t db,,, x,1. (3.2) 
Also 
d(Y,, -Ic,) d d(y,, s) + 4& UK,,). (3.3 1 
Choose p > n such that g(n) =f(n, p). First, using (3.3) and the fact that 
H is a halfaxis and then using (3.2) we obtain 
&T(n) = 4Y0, x,)+4x,,, -Yp) -d(y,, xp) 
d 4.~0, s) + d(s, -y, I+ d(.u, , “J - d( X,?, x,, ) - d( yo, xp ) 
-=z 4Y0, s) + d(s, x,) + d(x,, x/J - d(y,, xp) 
= d(y,, x,) + d(x m, -ull) - 4Y0, -yp) 
=f (w p) G s(m), 
contrary to (3.1). Thus C + H[x,, cc ) is the required halfaxis. i 
We are now prepared to prove the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let &, and &2 be any two distinct ends off. Then I- con- 
tains an axis which is the union of two halfaxes, one of which belongs to 8, 
and the other to &*. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.1, there exist halfaxes No E 8, and Z, E gz, and we 
may assume that Ho and IO are disjoint. Let V(ZZo) = (uo, u,,...} and 
Wo) = {uo, 019.‘. }. For each i> 0, let zi be a shortest u,u,-path. Since &, 
and 6” are distinct, Proposition 2.1 tells us that there exists no infinite sub- 
family of paths Ci which are pairwise disjoint. Hence some vertex y lies on 
infinitely many of the paths Ci. 
Since H, and IO are disjoint, we may assume that ye V(ZZ,). By 
Lemma 3.2, there exists m z 0 such that H, = C,[ y, u,] + ZZ,[u,, co) is a 
halfaxis. If y E V(Zo), then Hi + Zo[ y, co) is the desired axis. If y +! ?‘(I,), 
then again by Lemma 3.2, there exists n > 0 such that I, = z,[y, u,] + 
Z,[u,, cc) is a halfaxis. Without loss of generality, assume m <n. 
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FIG. 1. One-ended graph containing no axis. 
Suppose that Z7 = H, + I, is not an axis. There are now two cases. 
Case 1. For some p 2 n, C, is shorter than Z7[u,, up]. In this case, for 
all q2p, the path Zq is shorter than 17[u,, uy]. For some such q (in fact, 
for infinitely many), Z:, passes through the vertex y. Hence either L’:,[u,, y] 
is shorter than n[u,, y], contrary to H, being a halfaxis, or C[y, uy] is 
shorter than n[y, u,], contrary to I, being a halfaxis. 
Case 2. ZI[u,, up] is a shortest u,u,-path for all p b n. If follows 
immediately that LI[u,,, uy] is a shortest u,,u,-path for all p, q > n. Suppose 
now that for some vertices s on Zm[~mr y ) and t on I,, there is an St-path 
C shorter than Z7[s, t]. Then for some p > n, n[u,, s] + Z + Z7[t, up] 
would be shorter than n[u,, u,], which has the same length as C,, con- 
trary to the definition of .E,,. The argument is symmetrical for s on 
C,(y, u,] and t on H, . 
We conclude that I7 is the desired axis. [ 
If r has only one end, then r need not contain any axis at all, as 
illustrated by the graph shown in Fig. 1. It is noteworthy in the light of the 
next section of this paper that this graph is not vertex-transitive. 
4. AXES IN VERTEX-TRANSITIVE GRAPHS 
The first result of this section is that in a vertex-transitive graph every 
vertex lies on an axis. By Theorem 3.3 we already know this to hold if r 
has at least two ends, and so one might restrict the proof to the case where 
r has exactly one end (since by K&rig’s Theorem r has at least one end). 
The following proof, however, works in the general case; the number of 
ends of r plays no role. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If f is vertex-transitive, then every vertex of I- lies on an 
axis. 
Proof: Let x0 E V(T). By Theorem 3.1, f contains a halfaxis H, 
originating at x,,. Let V(H,) = (x0, x,, x2 ,... }. Since r is vertex-transitive, 
there exists for each n E Z+ an automorphism 0,~ G(T) such that 
a,(.~,) =x,,. Hence for each n Z 0 there exists a halfaxis H, = a,[HoJ 
passing through x0. (Here c,, may be taken as the identity automorphism.) 
Each halfaxis H, may be written as H, = H,+ + H; where H,+ is the 
halfaxis H,[xo, co) and H; is the shortest path H,[o,(x,), x,]. Note that 
@,(X0) E Vn(xo). 
Since V,(x,) is finite, there exists some vertex z, E V,(x,) lying on H,+ for 
infinitely many values of n. Let NT = (neZ+: z, E V(H,+)}, and by the 
same reasoning, there exists a vertex z ~, E V, (x0) such that 
is an infinite set. 
Proceeding inductively, since each set Vk(x,,) is finite, one may find 
zk, zek E V,(x,) such that the set 
N,= {nENk-,:zkE V(H,f) A Z-~E V(H,;)} 
is infinite for all k = 2, 3,.... Clearly zk is adjacent to zk ~, while zpk is 
adjacent to z ~ ,k _ , ). In this way a two-way infinite path A with vertex set 
V(A) = { . . . . z-2, z-1, x0, Z], z2 ,... } can be constructed. To show that A is 
an axis, let zi, zI E V(A), and let k=max{(iJ, ljl>. Then for some nENk, 
the finite paths A[zi, z,] and H,,[zi, zi] coincide, and so A[,-,, z,] is a 
shortest z,zj-path. 1 
It is not true that every edge in a vertex-transitive graph lies on an axis 
or even on a halfaxis. In the graph in Fig. 2 the edge {a, b} lies not even on 
a shortest path of length 2. For any positive integer d, Kwiatkowski [S] 
has constructed a vertex-transitive graph r, containing a pair of vertices at 
distance d apart lying on no common shortest path of length d+ 1. The 
graph T(7, 3) to be defined later also has this property for many values 
of d. 
FIG. 2. Vertex-transitive graph with an edge in no halfaxis. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Zf A is an axis in a vertex-transitive graph r, then ll,A 
has no finite component. 
ProoJ Suppose r, were some finite component of r\ A where V(A ) = 
{..., x-1, x0, Xl, x2,...}. w e may reindex V(A) if necessary so that for 
some r, 
{x0, x,1 -wr,))~ {x0, b.., x,). 
Let C= V(T,)u {x0,x ,,..., x,1. For all k> 1, define 
u, = V,(x,) n c. 
Note that x,EUk and CnU,#@ for O<k<r. 
First, we show: 
Let 1.4, v E C. A necessary and sufficient condition for a shortest 
uv-path in (C) to be contained in some axis of r is that for 
some k one has u E U, while v E Uk + rl(u, l,,. (4.1) - 
Necessity. If u = x0, the conclusion is obvious. Suppose u E U,\ (xk) 
where 1 <k < r - 1. Let B be any axis through u. Since C is finite, u lies 
between distinct vertices xi, xi on B where 0 < i < j < r. Both A[xi, x,] and 
B[xi, xi] are shortest paths of length j - i. Thus i < k <j, and B contains 
exactly one vertex in U,, for each h = i, i + l,..., j- 1, j. Hence any shortest 
uv-path contained in B must satify the condition. 
Sufficiency. Suppose u E U, and v E Uk++, D,. Let 17 be a shortest 
uv-path. By Theorem 4.1, both u and v belong to axes. By applying the 
Necessity argument to segments of these axes, we conclude that u is 
adjacent to a vertex in U, _, if 1 < k < r, and v is adjacent to a vertex in 
V k+d(u,uI+ 1 if k + d(u, v) < r - 1. Clearly 17 is contained in a shortest 
x,x,-path Z in (C) for some i, j with 0 < i < k <k + d(u, v) <j< r, and 
C[x,, xi] E (C). If we suppose that i is chosen as small as possible and 
that j is chosen as large as possible, then clearly A’ = A( - 00, xi] + C + 
A[xj, co) is an axis. For if not, there would be some shortest path C’ join- 
ing some vertex w  on C to a vertex xh for h < 0 or h > r which is shorter 
than A’[x,, w]. If h < 0, then C’[x,, w] + C[w, x,] would be shorter than 
A’[xh, x,], which has the same length j- h as A[x,, x,] although A is an 
axis. A similar argument holds if h > r. This proves (4.1). 
Note that (4.1) implies that U, = {x,} and Uk = 0 for k > r. 
Let us fix U,E Ul\{x,} and o~G(r) such that a(x,)=u,. By (4.1)every 
xoU,-edge lies on an axis, and so must its image. Hence 
u[ U,] n U, = 0. (4.2) 
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If (I =x0, then by (4.2), a(xi) is forced to be some vertex in U, 
adjacent to uI. By (4.1) the path (x0, ul, a(~,)) lies on some axis, while its 
preimage under O, namely (ui , x0, x,), lies on no axis. Hence C(U~)E U,. 
Let u2 = (T(u,). If u2 were adjacent to some vertex u, E U, \ {u, }, then the 
path ( u1 , up, ui ), which by (4.1) lies on no axis, would be mapped by 6 ’ 
onto the path (x0, ul, a-‘(~,)), which th ere ore f also lies on no axis. 
Hence (~-~(ui) E U,, contrary to (4.2). In particular, u2 is not adjacent to 
.x1, which implies that u2 E U,\ {x2}, and u, is the unique neighbor in U, 
of 2.42. 
Inductively, let us suppose for some k> 2 that the sequence x,,, u, ,..., uk, 
where o’(x~) = a(~,- ,) = USE U,\ {xi} has the property that ui is adjacent to 
u,- 1 but to no other vertex in Uj_ i for each i = 2,..., k. Thus 
T= (x,, u,,..., uk) is a path and, moreover, is contained in some axis. 
Let z= c$uk). The path a[T] = (u,, u2 ,..., uk, z) is contained in an axis, 
which implies that z E uk+ , . Suppose that z is adjacent to some vertex 
vk E U,\ (& ). Then the path (uk, z, uk), which lies on no axis, is mapped 
by C’ onto the path (&- ,, uk, 0-r (uk)), which likewise lies on no axis. 
Hence a-‘(~~)$ Uk+i. By the induction hypothesis, cr - ’ (vk) 4 U, _ , . 
Hence 6 ‘(u,)E U,, and so by (4.1) the edge (u,, c ‘(uk)} lies on no axis 
while its image {z, ok} under o does lie on an axis. This contradiction 
proves in particular that z is not adjacent to xk, and so z E U, + 1\ {xk+ ,}. 
Hence by induction, uk = ok(-xo)~ U,\ {xkj for all k > 1. However, 
U,\(xr} = a, which proves the theorem. 1 
DEFINITION. The graph f will be said to have the disjoint axes property 
(DAP) if gives any axis A and any vertex y E V(T\A), there exists an axis 
of f through y contained in f \ A. 
LEMMA 4.3. If I- has the DAP, then for any axis A of r and any vertex 
YE V(T\A), the subgraph (V,(y)\ V(A)) is not complete. 
ProoJ: If B is any axis through the vertex y, and if y, and y-, are the 
neighbors of y in B, then clearly ( y, , y _ 1 } cannot be an edge of r. i 
The converse of Lemma 4.3 is false; counterexamples will be mentioned 
later in this section. If we impose, however, that I = 1, then the converse 
of Lemma 4.3 holds. A proof of this fact is contained in the proof of the 
next result. 
Let K; denote the graph K4 with one edge deleted. 
THEOREM 4.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for r to be a uertex- 
transitive graph with It(T) = 1 which fails to haue the DAP is that the lobes 
of r belong to at most two different isomorphism classes, each vertex of r 
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FIG. 3. Vertex-transitive graphs with K = 1, failing to have the DAP. 
belongs to exactly two lobes, and, more specifically, one of the following 
three conditions holds: 
(i) For some m 3 2, every vertex belongs to a lobe isomorphic to K, 
and a lobe isomorphic to K, (see Fig. 3a); or (ii) For some m > 2, every 
vertex belongs to one lobe isomorphic to K, and one lobe isomorphic to A, 
(see Fig. 3b); or (iii) All the lobes of r are isomorphic to KY, and each 
vertex is 2-valent in one of the two lobes containing it and 3-valent in the 
other (see Fig. 3~). 
Proof One easily verifies that the graphs described above are vertex- 
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transitive graphs with K(Z) = 1 and that they fail to have the DAP. (An 
offending axis A and vertex y are indicated in Fig. 3.) 
Conversely, let r be vertex-transitive with K(T) = 1. Let A be an axis of 
r and let y E V(T\A) such that every axis through y meets A. Clearly there 
exists a vertex y’ E V(T\A) in the same lobe /i as some vertex of A such 
that every yA-path passes through y’. Hence there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that v = y’. Moreover, all vertices of A which may be adjacent to 
y as well as y itself all lie in A. We first show: 
(VI(y)\ V(A)) is a complete subgraph. (4.3 1 
Let z,, z2 E V,(y)\ V(A) and suppose (z,, z2} $E(T). For i= 1,2, let iii 
be the lobe containing the edge {y, zi}. (If Z~E v(n) then, of course, 
ni= /i.) Let ri be the component of r\(n,\ (z;}) which contains zi. Thus 
r, is infinite and by Theorem 3.1 contains a halfaxis H, originating at 3,. 
Clearly Hi n A = 0, and H, + {z,, y } + { y, z,} + Hz is an axis through y 
disjoint from A, contrary to assumption. 
Since r is vertex-transitive and K(r) = 1, each vertex lies on at least two 
lobes. By (4.3) each vertex lies on at most two lobes. Vertex-transitive 
infiite graphs with vertex-connectivity 1 were characterized in [6, 
Theorem 3.21. In the particular case at hand that characterization reduces 
to the following: Suppose every vertex of r lies in exactly two lobes. Then r 
is vertex-transitive if and only if either: 
the lobes of r belong to at most two different isomorphism 
classes, each lobe is itself a vertex-transitive subgraph, and 
each vertex is incident with a lobe from each isomorphism class (4.4) 
or 
all the lobes of r are pairwise isomorphic, the automorphism 
group G(A) for each lobe A partitions V(A) into exact1.v two 
orbits, and if lobes A, and A, satisfy V(A,)n V(A,)= {x}, 
then no isomorphism A, -+ A2 maps x onto itself: (4.5) 
Since (VI(y)) cannot be complete, (4.3) implies that y is adjacent to at 
least one vertex on A and to no vertex of A \A. Since A is an axis, y is 
adjacent to at most three vertices on A. There are four cases, shown 
schematically in Fig. 4; let /i’ denote the other lobe to which y belongs. 
Case 1. y is adjacent to exactly one vertex x0 on A. In this case A z K2, 
and so the other isomorphism class of lobes must consist of copies of K,,, 
for some m > 3 by (4.3) and (4.4). If A” is the other lobe containing x,,, 
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FIG. 4. The four cases in the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
then A” z K, and so ,4” n A contains at most two vertices, which forces A 
to pass through A and hence contain y. This case cannot occur. 
Case 2. y is adjacent to exactly two consecutive vertices x0, x1 on A. 
Here we have two subcases. If A is vertex-transitive, then p(A) = 2 and so 
A z K,. In this subcase all the lobes are vertex-transitive, and so by (4.3) 
A’ is a complete graph. 
If A is not vertex-transitive, then by (4.5) the vertices (such as y) in one 
orbit of A have valence 2. Since A & K3, x0 (or xi) must be adjacent to 
some fourth vertex z of LI. Thus the valence of x0 in ,4 is greater than 2, 
and so x0 and y lie in different orbits of A. But by (4.3) and (4.5), the 
neighbors of x0 in A must form a complete subgraph. However, y is not 
adjacent to z, and so this subcase cannot occur. 
case 3. y is adjacent to exactly two non-consecutive vertices x0 and x2 
on A. Thus A passes through an intermediate vertex xi E V(A) adjacent to 
both x0 and x2. The same argument as in Case 2 suffices to show that A 
must be vertex-transitive, in which case A E A, and ,4’ must be complete. 
Case 4. y is adjacent to three consecutive vertices x0, xi, x2 on A. If A 
were vertex-transitive then p(A) = 3, and since y and x1 belong to two 
3-circuits in A having a common edge, x0 would have to have this 
property, too. Hence x0 would be adjacent to some “new” vertex z, but z 
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cannot be adjecent to x, or y. Hence ii is not vertex-transitive, and so (4.5) 
applies. Some vertex xi belongs to the orbit of /i not containing y. In /i’, y 
belongs to this “other” orbit. Hence xi has the property that all its 
neighbors are mutual neighbors. Since x1 does not have this latter 
property, we assume without loss of generality that x,, does have this 
property. It follows that /1 has only four vertices; it is isomorphic to 
Kc. I 
We now consider vertex-transitive biconnected graphs r that do not 
have the Disjoint Axes Property. Following Proposition 2.2, it is suitable to 
divide the problem into three cases, depending upon whether r has one, 
two, or infinitely many ends. 
A large class of one-ended, vertex-transitive biconnected graphs r failing 
to have the DAP can be obtained as follows. For any given integers r > 3 
and n 2 6 it is possible to draw a vertex-transitive infinite planar map 
wherein each region is an n-gon and each vertex has valence r. (It is well 
known that the regions will all be regular n-gons if and only if n = 6 and 
r = 3.) The map may be “truncated” by replacing each vertex by a copy of 
the circuit d,. Two copies of A, are joined by a unique edge if and only if 
they replace adjacent vertices of the original map. Moreover, the “new” 
edges are drawn in such a way that a 3-valent planar map T(n, r) is 
obtained wherein each vertex lies on the boundary of one r-gon and two 
(2n)-gons. (The map T(7, 3) is shown in Fig. 7.) Since the origina map is 
l-transitive (in the sense of Tutte [9, p. 59]), the map derived in this 
fashion is vertex transitive. It is tedious though straightforward to prove: 
THEOREM 4.5. For n > 6 the map T(n, r) has the Disjoint Axes Property 
if and only ~j- r >, 5. 
FIG. 5. One-ended, vertex-transitive graph failing to have DAP. 
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FIG. 6. Two-ended, vertex-transitive graphs failing to have DAP. 
The map T(6, 3) is one of the eight homogeneous tesselations of the 
plane. (See, e.g., [l, pp. 147-1521.) From among these homogeneous 
tessellations, only two have the DAP, as the reader is invited to verify. Two 
of the remaining six provide counterexamples to the converse of 
Lemma 4.3. 
We know of one other one-ended vertex-transitive graph failing to have 
the DAP; it is shown in Fig. 5. There may well exist other examples. 
Two-ended vertex-transitive graphs failing to have the DAP can be 
obtained from some of the one-ended examples by “wrapping them 
infinitely many times around an infinitely long cylinder.” In addition to 
these, we know of two further examples, shown in Fig. 6. In these two 
examples, T\A contains no axis at all when A is the axis shown in Fig. 6. 
CONJECTURE 4.6. If I’ is vertex-transitive and biconnected and has 
infinitely many ends, then r has the Disjoint Axes Property. 
If f is vertex-transitive and H is a halfaxis in r, does there exist an axis 
which conains H? Having wasted countless hours attempting an affirmative 
answer to this question, the author feels obligated to reveal a family of 
counterexamples, namely the graphs T(2m + 1, 3) for m > 3. The initial 
edge {x0, X, } of the offending halfaxis H separates a triangle from a 
FIG. 7. 7’(7, 3) indicating a maximal halfaxis. 
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(4~ + 2)-gon. The halfaxis continues to wind around the (4m + 2)-gon up 
until the edge {xZmP 1, xZm} inclusive and then departs. (See Fig. 7, where 
m = 3.) As for the two unused (appropriately labeled) neighbors u and u of 
x0, we have d(u, x,)= 1 while d(u, x 2m+,)=2m+1, showing that H is a 
maximal halfaxis. 
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